Charles F. Murphy talked nearly two hours with Governor Dix in the Governor's apartments at the Waldorf. At the end of that time Mr. Murphy left the hotel with a broad smile on his face. The Governor did not look so happy.—News Item.
SPIRIT OF LIBERTY (to President Madero)—Don’t forget, General, we be partners.
THE EXPRESSMAN—Don’t give your business to that fellow. We'll change our methods if you'll only stay with us.

[The express companies yesterday made an offer to the United States Commerce Commission to co-operate to secure reforms in the conduct of the express business.]
A TAMMANY HYMN TO THE SUNRISE.

MURPHY—Now, boys, all together!
LAWYER IN PRIVATE PRACTICE INTERVENING IN PUBLIC PROSECUTION IN BEHALF OF INFLUENTIAL CITIZEN: I represent the complaining witness in this case, and I want a report on the prisoner’s character which will secure the imposition of a long sentence.
The Democratic Congressman's heart beats for the nation's defenders—when they can turn over votes, but not otherwise.
THE JUDGE—Well, Governor, this promises to be a cause célèbre, doesn't it?
THE PUBLIC—What's in that queer-looking package, anyway?
SUFFRAGETTE—"My Hat's in the Ring."
ENERGETIC GENTLEMAN ON THE RIGHT—Hey, waiter! Bring that over here. When I said I wouldn’t take a third cup a little while ago I only meant I wouldn’t take it right on top of the other two.
These children must remain at home in want because it would be a case of "neglect" to send them away to strike sympathizers.
THE CRIME WAVE AT ALBANY.